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Karen Strassman was recently
seen as a recurring
guest star on PREACHER,
BOSCH, & SILICON VALLEY.
Just shot exciting new role in an
upcoming Horror Anthology
series (TBA) and is a lead in
Director Tom Six’s controversial
movie THE ONANIA CLUB set
to premiere in 2019.
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EMAIL NEWSLETTER SIGNUP
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Bio
Karen Strassman is an actress, voice-over artist and dialect coach, known the world over for hundreds
of characters she has created in many forms. She enjoys crafting characters that touch the human spirit
and mirror the beauty, quirkiness, challenging realities and exquisiteness of the world we live in.
Whether on-camera or behind a mic, Karen is extremely versatile. Recently seen as the devious
German scientist on PREACHER, the unscrupulous & calculating lawyer on SILICON VALLEY and the
overburdened French military mechanic Maria Laurent in WOLFENSTEIN II, she is known for creating
unique and powerful characters. She has played roles as varied as the brilliant and empathic scientist
Devra Bogdanovich in INGRESS, a dying immigrant from Northern Ireland, doctors and lawyers, the
quirky bookish OCD accountant on WEEDS, to a killer’s trailer trash mother on CRIMINAL MINDS.
Upcoming roles include an appearance on S.W.A.T., a recurring role as the driven public defender
Laura Tribe on BOSCH and a lead in the long awaited release of Director Tom Six’s highly anticipated
daring movie, THE ONANIA CLUB.
Karen has created hundreds of voice-over characters of all shapes, sizes, genders, ages, and species,
from classic Disney princesses, to iconic villainesses, to talking jellyfish and shy tadpoles. Her extensive
range of characters spans the voiceover world of cartoons, animation and video games; from the
teenage rockstar Catty Noire on MONSTER HIGH, the beloved little girl Olivia on LEGO FRIENDS, sexy
Rouge the Bat in SONIC THE HEDGEHOG, Chromie, the charismatic gnome that turns into a dragon from WORLD OF WARCRAFT and
HEROES OF THE STORM, to the iconic Mileena & Kitana in MORTAL KOMBAT. And then there are projects like the Nicktoons series,
MONSUNO, voiced by an ensemble cast of five actors, where Karen not only played the teenage female lead, Jinja, but she also voiced
every other female character in all three seasons of the show (last count there were 26 characters).
Karen has dual American/French nationality. She spent almost half her life in France and is fluent in French (although she's also worked in
German, Spanish, Danish, Italian and Yucatec!). In France, Karen studied acting at the prestigious
Conservatoire National Superieur d’Art Dramatique in Paris, and also began her dialect coaching
career there, teaching classes at the well-known STUDIO VO/VF and coaching famous French actors in
their homes and on-set. She soon got into TV, film & voiceover, and continued to dive into as much
theatre as she could, both in English and in French.
On-camera in France, Karen has shot films in all kinds of locations throughout Europe, from many artsy
little indie projects, as well as big productions, working with icons like Gerard Depardieu, Jan Kounen,
Polanski and Merchant & Ivory. She also appeared in many of the popular French TV series at that time.
Her major clients have included: Disney, HBO, Sony, Universal Pictures, Warner Brothers, Microsoft,
Nickelodeon, Nicktoons, Cartoon Network, Sci-Fi, Showtime, The CW, CBS, Hulu, Amazon Prime, AMC,
Netflix, Klasky-Csupo, Viacom, THQ, Bandai, Atlus, Volition, Namco, Pioneer, Konami, Vivendi, VU
Games, Square Enix Co, Blizzard, Electronic Arts, Ubisoft, Technicolor, Disneyland, Lancôme, L'Oréal,
Clarins, Vidal Sassoon, Acura, Kia, Hallmark, Mattel and Diet Coke.

For more behind the scenes of Karen’s previous projects visit: www.karenstrassman.com/set-photos
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Karen Strassman plays Barbara Dowels,
a lead in a highly anticipated & controversial film to be released in 2019

THE ONANIA CLUB
A bold new film from Director Tom Six.
A group of strong white women find pleasure in the misery of others.
IMDB www.imdb.com/title/tt1880419/?ref_=nv_sr_1
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Karen Strassman
recurs in PREACHER

as the nefarious Dr Lois Slotnick,
her genius has no boundaries as she alone
will create the ultimate genesis
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RESIDENT EVIL 2
MoCap and voice of iconic character Annette Birkin
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